Case Study

Millennium Stadium, Cardiff.

Ideas at work.
Essential services for business, delivered with energy.

With a crowd capacity of 74,500 it’s the home of Welsh
rugby, and Welsh football. It has 113 hospitality areas,
22 bars,* 7 restaurants and a fully retractable roof. But the
stadium didn’t have efficient lighting – the kind that can
deliver 66% more light with a 49% saving in energy costs.
When you draw massive crowds, you need well-lit spaces. That’s essential
for health and safety, especially spaces like car parks and operational
areas. But lighting accounts for a major part of energy bills in almost every
business. That’s why the Millennium Stadium turned to SSE Enterprise for
a lighting solution that was both robust and economical. We’ve installed
thousands of bespoke LED lights – raising light levels from 60 to 100 lux and
reducing energy costs. These bulbs last much longer than typical ‘low energy’
compact fluorescents, and save time, hassle and cost in maintenance too.
* From which, during a Wales vs France rugby match, the crowd consumed 77,184 pints of beer.
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The best teams at the Millennium Stadium have talent,
experience and an incredible work rate. Some of them
even wear hi-vis jackets and PPE.
SSE Enterprise is no ordinary contractor.
For a start, we’re part of one of the
UK’s leading, longest-established energy
companies. (The one that’s also the
UK’s biggest ‘living wage’ employer.)
The care we have for our own teams
starts with safety. But it also extends
to your staff and your customers.
When you’re dealing with electricity and
gas, nothing matters more than safety.

The long game
For the Millennium Stadium, we’re
proud to provide essential services:
• Energy-saving lighting
• Security lighting / car park lighting
• Electrical refurbishment / upgrade
• Air conditioning and ‘fresh air’ systems
• Building works (walls / ceilings) for
media centre
Risk management is a key part of any
project. But, these days, cost control

is also essential for all our customers.
Within SSE Enterprise we have
market-leading expertise in energy
management. We have the know-how
to deliver – not just quick fixes – but
also strategic initiatives which deliver
long-term savings.

Flexibility and service
Our customers benefit from the depth
of our squad. Locally and nationally,
we have the resources to make any
project happen – big or small. And,
no matter how specialist your needs
– high voltage, heat, data, fibre –
you can be sure SSE Enterprise has
the right players for your challenges.
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That’s why major venues turn to us
for sound advice.
Our teams work smart and work
hard. But we also get to grips with
your real challenges.

For a solution that gives you confidence, talk to SSE Enterprise.
0345 070 2019

enquiries@sseenterprise.co.uk
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